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ABSTRACT: The linear thermal expansion coefficients
(CLTEs) along flow direction (FD) for the injection-molded
blends composed of isotactic polypropylene (iPP) and vari-
ous ethylenic thermoplastic elastomers (TPEs) were investi-
gated using a thermo-mechanical analyzer. The iPP/TPE
blends with higher comonomer contents in the TPE showed
extremely low CLTE. TEM observation revealed that the
array of the TPE whose MFR was adjusted to be higher than
the iPP matrix was in lamella-like sheet stacked normal to
normal direction (ND) with being elongated along both FD
and transverse-to-flow direction. At higher magnification of
TEM, the iPP lamellae in the blend with higher comonomer
contents in the TPE deeply penetrated into the TPE phase as
a consequence of the faster iPP crystallization before the
completion of the phase-separation. Hence, the location of

the iPP amorphous chains would change depending on the
comonomer contents in the TPE; in the case of the iPP/TPE
blend with higher comonomer contents, large amount of the
iPP amorphous chains would be trapped inside the TPE
phase because of incomplete phase-separation arrested by
faster crystallization. Therefore, the extremely low CLTE for
the iPP/TPE blend with higher comonomer contents was
accounted for by the simultaneous suppression of the ther-
mal expansions from both the TPE phase and the iPP amor-
phous chains trapped inside the TPE by rigid iPP crystalline
lamellae connecting in parallel with the TPE phase. � 2007
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INTRODUCTION

Isotactic polypropylene (iPP)/thermoplastic elasto-
mer (TPE) blends have been widely used as injec-
tion-molded automobile exterior parts, in particular,
bumper fascia because of their good price/perform-
ance ratio, excellent processability, and good wether-
ability.1 Nowadays, the bumper fascia has been
regarded as a part of exterior panels by being inte-
grated with other exterior parts such as air-intakes
and fender panels. Hence, appearance quality as a
design part, in addition to a role of an impact
absorber for the conventional safety parts, has been
also required for the recent bumper fascia.

The exterior parts including bumper fascias are
usually subject to severe thermal conditions ranging
from 250 to 808C. It has been well-known that the
iPP has a high thermal expansion (� 14–15 (1025/8C)),2

when compared with metals (� 1026/8C)3 and other
amorphous polymers (� 7.0–9.0 (1025/8C)).2 Because

of this, a gap or deformation resulting from the
dimensional mismatch between the iPP-based
bumper fascias and the integrated exterior parts
comprising metal or other polymers may arise with
temperature change, leading to deterioration of the
appearance quality.

One of the conventional ways to solve the issue is
loading inorganic filler with high aspect ratio (talc,
glass fiber, or mica) into iPP, and suppressing bulk
expansion by a simple mechanical constraint.4–7

However, incorporating the inorganic fillers has
brought about the weight increase of the molded
articles containing higher density inorganic fillers. In
addition, the filler-reinforced PP is not appropriate
for the environmentally-friendly material because of
ash remained after combustion.

Recently, a new technology to control the thermal
expansion of the injection-molded filler-less iPP-
based alloy was proposed by us8–10 and Wu et al.,11

in which the TPE having well-controlled viscosity
was employed as an ingredient instead of fillers. In
this technology, the adjustment of the thermal
expansion was achieved by controlling anisotropy in
the linear thermal expansion coefficients (CLTE)
along each direction of the injection-molded article
not by suppressing the bulk expansion; extremely
low CLTE along both flow direction (FD) and
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transverse-to-flow direction (TD) while extremely
high along normal direction (ND).

In the previous papers,9,10 we clarified that the
preferential thermal expansion along ND was some-
what accounted for by the lamella-sheet morphology
in the TPE domains connecting in parallel with the
base iPP, the exclusive b-axis orientation of the iPP
crystal along ND, the aspect ratio of the lamella-
sheet arrays in the TPE domains and the retraction
due to the interfacial tension from the molten elasto-
mer. However, suppressing CLTE along FD, which
is much more important for practical use, could not
be explained only by these factors.

In this study, we prepared some injection-molded
iPP/TPE blends having various types and contents
of comonomer in the TPE, and investigated influenc-
ing factors for inducing such an extremely low
CLTE in FD from the view point of the location of
the iPP amorphous chains.

EXPERIMENTAL

Materials and sample preparation

Isotactic polypropylene (iPP) having 1658C of melting
temperature, 98.5% of mmmm pentad sequences by
13C NMR, and 2.8 dg/min of melt low rate (MFR) at
2308C was kindly donated from SunAllomer. We
chose four types of olefinic polymer combining with
the iPP, poly(ethylene-co-propylene) rubber (EPR),
poly(ethylene-co-butene) rubber (EBR), poly(ethyl-
ene-co-octene) rubber (EOR), and polyethylene (PE).
Their general characteristics were presented in Table
I. The MFRs of them were higher than that of the
matrix iPP in order to adjust the morphology of
the TPE domain to be sheet array (discussed later).
The designation of the polymers used in this study
was based on the polymer type and the comonomer

content; for instance, EOR containing 9.0 wt % of 1-
octene as a comonomer was designated as EOR9.

The binary blend with 70/30 (v/v) composition of
iPP/TPE was prepared by being melt-blended with
a corotating twin screw extruder with 52 of L/D
(TEX30a; JSW) under 1808C of cylinder setting tem-
peratures. The blend was injection-molded to obtain
a slab-shaped specimen, 125 (length) by 20 (width) by
3.0 (thickness) mm3 using an injection machine
(a100C; FUNAC) under 2008C of cylinder setting tem-
peratures, 408C of a mold temperature, and 408mm/s
of an injection rate. The definition of the directions
and cross-sections were designated in Figure 1. The
specimens obtained were annealed at 1008C for 24 h
prior to use to remove residual stress developing
during the injection-molding.

The characteristic and sample designation of each
resulting blend was presented in Table II. Thermal
properties of iPP crystalline region in the blends, the
heat of fusion (DHc) and the melting temperature
(Tm) were measured with a differential scanning cal-
orimetry (DSC) (DSC-7, Perkin-Elmer) under a nitro-
gen atmosphere. The samples cut from the injection-
molded slabs were. sealed in an aluminum pan was

TABLE I
Characteristics of Raw Materials

Polymer type Designation
Co-unit content
(nominal) wt %

MFR at
2308C dg/min

Tm

(8C)
Flexure modulus

(R.T.) MPa

Isotactic PP iPP – 2.8 166 1,650
Polyethylene (PE) HDa – 8.1 135 1,300

LDb – 10 113 140
Poly(ethylene-co-octene) (EOR) EOR9 9.0 6.3 103 110

EOR24 24 8.9 60 12
EOR30 30 2.8 33 3.5

Poly(ethylene-co-butene) (EBR) EBR5 5.0 16 120 160
EBR17 17 5.9 85 20
EBR20 20 6.0 68 14
EBR32 32 6.8 35 10

Poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (EPR) EPR30 30 1.0 43 No date (<3.0)
EPR57 57 0.86 No melting peak No data (<3.0)

a High density polyethylene.
b Low density polyethylene.

Figure 1 Definition of the direction, FD for flow direction,
TD for transverse to flow direction, and ND for normal to
flow direction as well as the cross-section, edge-view par-
allel to FD, end-view parallel to TD and through view nor-
mal to ND.
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firstly heated to 2308C, gradually cooled to 2208C at
a rate of 108C/min and then heated to 2308C at a
rate of 108C/min. The DHc and the Tm were deter-
mined based on the second heating thermogram.
The crystallinity of the iPP crystal, Xc was obtained
by dividing the DHc by the one corresponding to the
perfect crystalline iPP, 209 J/g.12

CLTE evaluation

The specimen for the CLTE measurement was
punched out from the central part of the slab. The
size of the specimen was 12.0 (height) by 5.0 (length)
by 3.0 (width) mm3, in which the ‘‘height’’ direction

coincided with the FD (measured direction). The
CLTE measurement was performed in a compression
mode under a load of 0.039 N using a thermal me-
chanical analyzer (TMA) (MTS9000; Sinku Riko) at a
heating rate of 4.08C/min. The CLTE was monitored
ranging from 0 to 1008C. The average CLTE (aobs)
on a given temperature range was defined as eq. (1).

aobs ¼ 1

L

L2 � L1
T2 � T1

(1)

where L, L1, and L2 are the reference length meas-
ured at 238C, the length at T1 (08C in this work),
and the length at T2 (1008C in this work), respec-
tively.

TABLE II
Characteristics of ipp-TPE Blends

Sample
designation Polymer type

Tm

(8C)
MFR ratio;
TPE/iPP

Flexural modulus
ratio; TPE/iPP

DHc

(J/g)
Xc

(%)

iPP Isotactic PP 166 – – 103 49
iPP-HD PE 164 2.9 0.78 68 46
iPP-LD 165 5.7 0.085 68 46
iPP-EOR9 Poly(ethylene-co-octene) (EOR) 165 2.3 0.062 68 46
iPP-EOR24 164 3.2 0.036 70 48
iPP-EOR30 166 1.0 0.020 72 49
iPP-EBR5 Poly(ethylene-co-butene) (EBR) 165 5.7 0.073 70 48
iPP-EBR17 166 2.1 0.052 68 46
iPP-EBR20 166 2.1 0.041 69 47
iPP-EBR32 164 2.4 0.021 67 46
iPP-EPR30 Poly(ethylene-co-propylene) (EPR) 164 0.36 < 0.0020 69 47
iPP-EPR57 165 0.31 < 0.0020 70 48

Figure 2 TEM photographs from the edge-view of iPP-PE blends; (a) iPP-HDPE and (b) iPP-LDPE, respectively. The
arrow indicates the FD.
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Morphology observation

The morphologies of the edge- and end-view were
observed using a transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) (JEM1200EX; JEOL) operated at 120 kV of an
accelerating voltage. An ultra-thin section (thickness;
70–80 nm) microtomed at 21008C was taken from

the core layer of the injection specimen after being
stained with RuO4 vapor at 408C for 5 h.

PP amorphous orientation by polarized light
optical microscopy

The orientation function f FDam of the iPP amorphous
region in FD was determined from the birefringence

Figure 3 TEM photographs from the edge-view of iPP-EOR blends; (a) iPP-EOR9, (b) iPP-EOR24, and (c) iPP-EOR30,
respectively. The arrow indicates the FD.
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(Dn) (measured), degree of crystallinity (Xc), and c-
axis orientation function ( f FDc ) in the FD obtained by
the X-ray pole figure9 using

f FD
am

¼ Dn� Dn0cXcf
FD
c

Dn0amð1� XcÞ (2)

where Dn0c and Dn0am were the intrinsic crystal bire-
fringence and the intrinsic amorphous birefringence,
0.0331 and 0.0468, respectively.13,14

The Dn was obtained by a polarized light optical
microscope (POM) (BLX-40, Olympus Optical) with
a Berek compensator. The sample was sliced to

Figure 4 TEM photographs from the edge-view of iPP-EBR blends; (a) iPP-EBR5, (b) iPP-EBR17, (c) iPP-EBR20, and (d) iPP-
EOR32, respectively. The arrow indicates the FD.
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Figure 6 TEM photographs from the end-view for iPP-PE blends; (a) iPP-HDPE and (b) iPP-LDPE, respectively. The
arrow indicates the TD.

Figure 5 TEM photographs from the edge-view for iPP-EPR blends; (a) iPP-EPR30 and (b) iPP-EPR57, respectively. The
arrow indicates the FD.
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50 lm thickness from the edge view with a razor
blade at room temperature.

Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis

The measurements on the linear dynamic mechanical
properties were made using a dynamic mechanical
thermal analyzer (DMTA) (RSA-III; TA Instruments)

on a tensile mode. The rectangular specimens with
30 (length) by 3.0 (width) by 0.4 (thickness) mm3

were cut out from the slab in such a way that the
‘‘length’’ direction, thus the oscillatory strain direc-
tion, coincided with the FD. Storage modulus (E0),
loss modulus (E00), and loss tangent (tan d) were
monitored ranging from 280 to 1408C at a constant
frequency of 1.0 Hz and a heating rate of 4.08C/min.

Figure 7 TEM photographs from the end-view of iPP-EOR blends; (a) iPP-EOR9, (b) iPP-EOR24, and (c) iPP-EOR30,
respectively. The arrow indicates the TD.
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RESULTS

Morphology observation by TEM

Figures 2–5 show the TEM micrographs in the edge-
view parallel to FD for the iPP-PE, -EOR, -EBR, and
-EPR blend, respectively. The dark regions represent

the TPE-rich phases and the bright ones are the iPP-
rich phases. In the iPP-PE (Fig. 2), -EOR (Fig. 3), and
-EBR (Fig. 4), the TPE-rich phases are highly
deformed to FD, thus resulting in long thin fibrils,
and form cocontinuous structures with the iPP
matrix. In the iPP-EPR blends (Fig. 5), on the other

Figure 8 TEM photographs from the end-view of iPP-EBR blends; (a) iPP-EBR5, (b) iPP-EBR17, (c) iPP-EBR20, and (d) iPP-
EOR32, respectively. The arrow indicates the TD.
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hand, coarse, short fibrils together with long fibrils
are sporadically observed.

For Newtonian fluids, drop-to-fibril transition
under a shear was investigated by many research-
ers.15–17 They reported that the driving force for
the fibril formation was a viscosity ratio of droplet
to matrix with being close to or less than unity.
The result was applicable for the non-Newtonian
fluid such as a polymer–polymer binary blend; in
fact, in injection-molded iPP and EPR binary blend,
long thin fibril formation was reported when the
viscosity ratio (s) of the dispersed TPE to the iPP
matrix was equal to or less than unity under shear
flow.18

Hence, for the present PE, EOR, and EBR blends,
the major factor for the thin fibril formation will be
ascribed to the viscosity ratio when considering their
MFR ratios are more than unity, i.e. s � 1.0. In the
case of the iPP-EPR blends whose MFR ratios are
less than unity, i.e., s � 1.0, an incomplete droplet-
to-fibril transition would occur, thus resulting in the
coarse, short fibrils.

Figures F6-F96–9 show the TEM micrographs from the
end view parallel to TD for the iPP-PE, -EOR, EBR,
and -EPR, respectively. The long thin fibril formation
is also found although some short fibrils and/or
droplets resulting from the break-ups of the fibrils
are sporadically observed. The fibril break-ups

Figure 10 Schematic representation of arrays of TPE domains in the blend; (a) iPP-PE, EO and EB blends with the MFR
ratio of TPE to iPP > 1.0, i.e., the melt viscosity ratio of TPE to iPP < 1.0 and (b) iPP-EP blends with the MFR ratio of TPE
to iPP < 1.0.

Figure 9 TEM photographs from the edge-view for iPP-EPR blends; (a) iPP-EPR30 and (b) iPP-EPR57, respectively. The
arrow indicates the TD.
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would be caused by a principal normal stress differ-
ence imposed onto the TD, which was reported to
be, in general, stronger than the shear stress for the
driving force inducing the fibril formation in FD.19,20

On the basis of both the edge- and end-view ob-
servation, the arrays of the TPE domains are
assumed to be in the lamella-like sheets stacked nor-
mal to ND for the iPP-PE, -EOR, and -EBR blends,
and in the ellipsoidal slab for the iPP-EPR blends.
They are schematically illustrated in Figure 10.

Figure 11(a,b) show the TEM micrographs at high
magnification for the iPP-EOR30 (higher comonomer
contents) and iPP-EOR9 (lower comonomer con-
tents), which can provide the information about the
iPP crystal lamellae morphology near the interface
region between the TPE phase and the iPP matrix
depending on the comonomer contents. In the case
of the iPP-EOR30 [Fig. 11(a)], the iPP crystal lamellae
deeply penetrate into the deformed EOR phase per-
pendicularly, which is regarded as an epitaxial
growth of the iPP crystal from the EOR phase. On
the contrary, no indication of such epitaxial growth
of the iPP crystal lamellae is found in the iPP-EOR9
[Fig. 11(b)].

A number of studies on the compatibility of the
blends composed of iPP and ethylenic TPE have
been reported so far.21–25 In these reports, iPP and
TPE were miscible (single phase) at higher tempera-
ture above the Tm of both components under high

shear field such as injection-molding, and then
phase-separated via the spinodal decomposition (SD)
in a quiescent state during cooling process. The
demixing growth rate of the TPE domains, thus the
phase-separation rate, was greatly dependent on
comonomer contents in the TPE; slow for the TPE
blend with higher comonomer contents while fast
for the one with lower comonomer contents.21,25

Therefore, the morphological difference in the iPP
crystal lamellae near the interface region observed

Figure 12 CLTE of the iPP-TPE blends as a function of
comonomer contents in the TPE.

Figure 11 TEM micrographs (edge view) near the interface region between the iPP and the TPE phase for (a) iPP-EO30
and (b) iPP-EO9, respectively.
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above would be determined by which will complete
faster, the phase-separation or the iPP crystallization
during cooling process. For the iPP-EOR30, the
phase-separation of the iPP amorphous chains from
the TPE phase would be arrested by the faster iPP
crystallization, and thereby considerable amount
of the iPP amorphous chains would be remained
inside the TPE phase. On the other hand, for the
iPP-EOR9, the iPP amorphous chains would diffuse
into the iPP matrix due to the faster phase-separation
over the iPP crystallization.

Moreover, the Tm and Xc values of the iPP crystal
in the blends reported in Table II are almost compa-
rable to that of plain iPP within experimental errors,
irrespective of the polymers as minor components
and their comonomer contents. Such a finding indi-
cates that the perfection and thickness of the iPP
lamellae in the blends are unaffected by the presence
of other olefinic polymers, and thus such polymers
do not interfere with the iPP crystallization process

in contrast to the iPP amorphous solidification pro-
cess described earlier.26

Correlation of CLTE with type and contents of
comonomer in the TPE

Figure 12 shows the average CLTE (aobs) as a func-
tion of comonomer content of the combined TPE. All
the CLTEs of the blends exhibit smaller values than
that in the neat iPP, and decrease linearly with
increasing comonomer contents. Note that the CLTE
value in the iPP-EOR30 or iPP-EBR32 is� 6.0 (1025/8C).
This value is comparable to that in filled iPP-based
composites containing 25–30 wt % talc. The CLTE
result is practically useful from the view point of the
weight reduction of the molded articles so that we
can achieve the CLTE decrease without higher den-
sity fillers.

In addition, the CLTE of the iPP-EOR30 after
passed through an extruder twice and then injection-
molded was 6.8 (1025/8C), comparable to that of the
virgin one, exhibiting an excellent recyclablity of this
system which can contribute a lot to waste reduc-
tion, thus environmental preservation. It should be
emphasized as another advantageous point of this
system.

Moreover, we examined the CLTE in the case of
the injection-molded specimen with less than 3 mm
in thickness in order to study the thickness depend-
ence of the CLTE; the CLTE for the injection speci-
men with 2 mm in thickness using the iPP-EOR30
was 7.0 (1025/8C), being comparable to that with
3 mm in thickness. It exhibits no thickness depend-
ence of the CLTE in this system. In other words, the
blend systems in this study have excellent versatility
of applicable molding articles.

As discussed in the previous section (Fig. 11), the
comonomer contents in the TPE are deeply associ-
ated with the rate of the phase-separation via the
SD. Hence, the tendency of the CLTE toward the
comonomer contents may also have a high correla-

Figure 13 Correlation of the CLTE with the orientation
function of the iPP amorphous chains in the blend.

Figure 14 Schematic representation of the difference of the location of the iPP crystalline (C), the iPP amorphous (A),
and the TPE (E) region between the blend with higher comonomer contents in the TPE (a) and the lower comonomer con-
tents (b), respectively.
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tion with the phase-separation rate; the more the
TPE comonomer contents thus the slower the phase-
separation, the lower the CLTE.

Moreover, it is found that the CLTEs in the PE,
EOR, and EBR blends are on the same straight line
irrespective of the difference in the comonomer
types whereas the CLTEs in the EPR blends on the
another line which exhibits gentler gradient with
increase in the comonomer contents. From the sche-
matic representation (Fig. 10), the former blend se-
ries and the latter ones had different TPE arrays, the
lamella-sheet and the ellipsoidal slab array, respec-
tively. Therefore, the differences in the CLTE sensi-
tivity to the comonomer contents between the EPR
blends and other ones are greatly dependent on the
difference in the array of the TPE domain. The
lamella-sheet array is considered to be more effective
for suppressing the CLTE, when compared with the
ellipsoidal slab array.

Correlation of CLTE with orientation of the iPP
amorphous chains

The CLTE as a function of the orientation function
of the iPP amorphous chains, f FDam is shown in Figure
13. The CLTE increases with the f FDam , thus suggesting
that the blends with smaller f FDam give the lower
CLTE. In addition, the blends with higher comono-
mer contents in the TPE show the smaller f FDam ,
almost isotropic (� 0). The iPP amorphous chains
residing between the interlamella in the iPP matrix
are reported to be oriented, forming shish structures
even in the core layers upon injection-molding.27–31

Also, Na et al. reported that shish structures with
larger size cannot be transformed to random coil
entirely even subjected to annealing at 2008C for
60 min.31 Hence, most of the shish-like structures in
the blends would remain as they are during anneal-
ing at 1008C which is much lower than 2008C.

Hence, the isotropic iPP amorphous chains
observed in the blend with high comonomer con-
tents would correspond to the ones trapped inside
the TPE phase not the ones in the iPP matrix
because of the slower phase-separation. Here, the
orientation of the iPP amorphous chains inside
the TPE phase accompanied by the deformation of
the TPE phase could be neglected except for the PE,
EOR9, and EBR5 blends because the specimen was
annealed at above the Tm of the TPE before evalua-
tion, and thereby the orientation of the iPP amor-
phous chains would be fully relaxed. In the case of
the iPP blends with PE, EOR9, and EBR5 having
lower comonomer contents and melting point above
1008C, most of the iPP amorphous chains would be
expected to be present in the iPP matrix as pointed
out, and thus the orientation of the iPP amorphous
chains in the rubbery phase would be small enough
to be neglected.

DISCUSSION

In this section, we will discuss the relationship of
the CLTE with the variation of comonomer contents
of the TPE in the blend from the point of view of
the location of iPP amorphous, crystal phase and the
TPE phase accompanied by the difference in the
phase-separation rate.

On the basis of the morphological and POM
results, the morphologies near the interface region
corresponding to the blends with higher or lower
contents of comonomer in the TPE are schematically
shown in Figure 14(a,b), where the relationship of
location of each iPP crystalline-(C) , iPP amorphous-
(A) and TPE region (E) is demonstrated. The location
of the iPP amorphous chains is emphasized as a
major difference between the two blends.

Figure 16 CLTE as a function of the peak intensity of the
loss modulus E00 corresponding to the segmental motion of
the iPP amorphous chains.

Figure 15 Temperature dependence of loss modulus E00
for the iPP-EOR blend series.
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The CLTE of amorphous PP was reported to be
20–30 (1025/8C),32 which is comparable to that of the
TPE32 and high enough to have a great influence on
the CLTE of the entire blend system, depending on
the location of the iPP amorphous chains. The ther-
mal expansion, thus the CLTE, is deeply associated
with a segmental motion of a molecular chain by
temperature variation. By investigating the peak in-
tensity of the loss modulus (E00) belonging to the aa

relaxation of the iPP amorphous chains obtained by
DMTA,33 we discussed the difference of the segmen-
tal motion of the iPP amorphous chains by the
change of the location of the iPP amorphous chains.

Figure 15 shows the temperature dependence of
E00 for the iPP-EOR blends series. A peak around 08C
belonging to the aa relaxation of the iPP amorphous
chain segment is observed in any blends. As increas-
ing the comonomer contents of EOR in the blend,
the corresponding E00 decreased, thus implying the
decrease in the mobility of the iPP amorphous chain
segment according as the increase in octene contents.

Figure 16 shows the correlation of the peak inten-
sities of E00 around 08C with the CLTEs for all the
blends. Two features are found: the blends with
lower CLTE values exhibit lower E00 peak intensities;
and the blends with higher contents of comonomer
in the TPE show lower E00 peak intensity. These
results can be well accounted for by the difference in
the mobility of the iPP amorphous chain segment
being inside the TPE or between the interlamellae in
the matrix; the mobility of the iPP amorphous chains
trapped inside the TPE is restricted and low by the
rigid iPP crystal lamellae connecting in parallel with
the TPE phase, and on the other hand, the mobility
of the one between the interlamellae in the matrix is
high due to no restriction.

From these consequences, we can assume the plausi-
ble mechanism for suppressing the CLTE along FD. In
the case of the blend with high comonomer contents in
the TPE, considerable amount of the PP amorphous
chains would be confined in the softer TPE thus leading
to being isotropic, and thereby the thermal expansions
of both the TPE and the iPP amorphous chains trapped
inside the TPE would be restricted simultaneously by
the rigid PP phase. Hence, the CLTEs in FD for this
blend series are suppressed to be extremely low.

On the other hand, most of the PP amorphous
chains in the low comonomer TPE blend would exist
in the interlamella between the iPP crystalline
phases, which may still have high CLTE due to little
or no mechanical constraint.

CONCLUSIONS

In the injection-molded blends consisting of iPP and
various types of ethylenic TPE with different como-

nomer contents, it was found that the CLTE values
in FD decreased with the increase in the comonomer
contents in the TPE. The CLTE value was greatly de-
pendent on both the arrays of the TPE domains and
the comonomer contents. The lamella-like sheet
array in the TPE was more sensitive to the change in
the comonomer contents relative to the slab array.
The differences in the comonomer contents in the
TPE among the blends were associated with the rate
of the phase separation via the SD; slow for the
blend with higher comonomer contents in the TPE
and fast for the one with lower comonomer contents.
Therefore, in the case of the blend with higher como-
nomer contents in the TPE, considerable amount of
the iPP amorphous chains was remained trapped
inside the TPE domain as a result of slower phase
separation arrested by faster iPP crystallization. The
extremely low CLTE observed in the blend with
higher comonomer contents in the TPE could be
explained as a result of simultaneous suppression of
thermal expansion of both the TPE and the iPP
amorphous chains which were responsible for
enhancing the CLTE of the entire blend system.
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